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The mass and size dependencies of the ionic transport processes were studied by molecular dynamics 
calculations on the model fluid interacting through repulsive soft-core and the Coulomb potentials. The mass 
difference between anion and cation significantly affects the ionic transport processes. On the contrary, the 
change in the time evolution of the processes due to size difference between unlike ions is comparatively small. 
A perturbation treatment for the mass effect was developed to describe the velocity autocorrelation function, 
the electrical current autocorrelation function, and corresponding transport properties. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ionic molten salts are regarded as binary mixtures 
composed of anions and cations, in which the interionic 
potential would be expressed by the rigid ion potential 
model proposed by Tosi-Fumi. 1 The dispersion force 
may playa minor role in the transport properties. 
In pure fluids, the mass and the size of the molecule 
are accounted as the scaling factors of time, momen
tum, and other variables. 2 In mixtures, the mass and 
size differences between unlike molecules playa signi
ficant role in the transport properties. 3 Even for the 
simple corresponding states correlation of the transport 
properties,4 there is no logical method to take into ac
count the effects of these two parameters. 

Ciccotti5 has reported the results of the molecular 
dynamics calculation for several alkali halides. In their 
calculation, the masses of the ions were changed together 
with the sizes of the ions in order to simulate the exist
ing alkali halides. The effects of the mass and size 
differences were not separately evaluated. Lantelme6 

calculated the mass effect on self-diffusion process of 
the molten salt which interacted through the ion pair po
tential for sodium chloride. 

This report aims at the elucidation of the mass and 
size effects on self-diffusion and electrical conduction 
processes, i. e., the mass effect is elucidated for the 
systems interacting through the Coulomb potential and 
the same core repulsion potential for the anion and the 
cation; The size effect is evaluated for the systems, 
the ions of which have an unique mass. 

Next, we will be concerned with the perturbation ap
proach to explain the mass effect on the transport prop
erties. Schofield7 has developed a perturbation theory 
for the binary mixtures in which the perturbation parame
ter was selected so that the Hamiltonian was invariant 
for the reference and the perturbed systems. In this 
report we apply the perturbation by P arrinell08 to molten 
salts. The reference system is the one having an unique 
mass for the cation and the anion, twice the reduced 
mass of the unlike ion pair. The velocity autocorrela
tion function and its memory function are discussed 

alTo whom all correspondences should be addressed. 
b)Now at Tottori University, Tottori, Japan. 

along with the electrical current autocorrelation func
tion, with the help of the perturbation with respect to 
the mass difference. Finally, the effect of the mass 
difference on the self-diffusion coefficient and the elec
trical conductivity is discussed. 

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS CALCULATION 

Molecular dynamics experiments for the univalent 
molten salts were performed using Verlet's algorism. 9 

All calculations were made for the system of 32 anions 
and 32 cations with periodical boundary conditions. The 
pair potential used is 

(1) 

where Zi and e are the valence of the ith ion and the ele
mentary charge, respectively. The first term in Eq. 
(1) represents the core repulsive potential. The parame
ters Ai} and a used to elucidate the mass difference ef
fect were the values 2.863 x 10-9 erg and 3.37 x 10-9 cm. 
These values correspond to those for the core poten-
tial between the unlike ions of potassium chloride. 1 The 
experiment on the size effect was performed with unequal 
values of Ai} and with an unique mass for the anion and the 
cation. The experimental conditions are listed in Table 
I. The force and the energy arising from the Coulomb 
potential were evaluated by the Ewald sum. 10.11 

The system treated in this report is regarded as a 
binary mixture comprised of the anion and the cation, 
and the total momentum of the system must be con
served: 

L Pi =0. 
} 

(2) 

When the initial momenta of the ions were selected so 
that Eq. (2) holded, Eq. (2) was automatically satisfied 
in the successive time steps. The time step t::..t was 
selected as 5 x 10-15 s for the system which consists of 
the anion and the cation of equal mass (mA = me = m* 
= 6.17x 10-23 g). For the systems having unequal ionic 
masses, the time step was 5x10-15 (2m./m*t1

/
2

, mr 
being the reduced mass for the unlike ion pair. The 
8000 time steps were generated and the final 7000 steps 
were used for the averages. 

The normalized velocity autocorrelation function 
(V ACF) and the corresponding mean square displace-
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ment (MSD) were calculated: 

Z~=(pj(T)pj(t+r»/(pj(r)pj(r», (3a) 

t.lfv = «r,(t+7') - rj(r)f), iE ion species v. (3b) 

The electrical current autocorrelation function (ECACF) 
and the corresponding mean square displacement (EMSD) 
were also calculated: 

Z" =(W+ r)j(r» /(j(r)j(T» , 

j(t):o I: ezjpdf)/m, , 
j 

Here, mj is the mass of the ith ion. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Mass effect on self-diffusion process 

(4a) 

(4b) 

The density p and the temperature T in the experi
ments are shown in Table 1. In experiment MO shown in 
Table I, all ions have the same mass and we call this the 
reference system. The internal energy and the compres
sibility factor of this system were 

- U*/NkT=38. 75, P* V/NkT=1. 71 , 

where the asterisk represents the value of the reference 
system. The conditions of calculation nearly correspond 
to the melting point for potassium chloride. 

Figure l(a) shows the VACF Z~* for the reference 
system. The shape of the V ACF is similar to that of 
an inert gas molecule near its triple pOint. 12 From this 
V ACF, the corresponding memory function Kv(t) can be 
evaluated from the generalized Langevin equation with 
the help of numerical Fourier transform13

,14 

dZ~/dt+ it Kv(T)~(t-r)dT=O, 
o 

Kv(t) =(f,(t)f,(O» /(p,(of), iE v , 

mv Kv(O) =t P ("2; J v2cf>""gv~ dr) '= Fv , 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

where fj(t) is the random force acting on the ith ion, 
and gv~ is the radial distribution function for v - 1'/ ion 
pair. The Fv value for the reference system was 2.81 
x104 g/a2. The normalized memory kernelK:(t)/~(O) 
for the reference system is shown in Fig. l(b) and this 
is also similar to that of an argon-like molecule near its 

TABLE I. Experimental conditions and data. 

Run T p x 10-22 AAC X1 09 AAA X109 Acc x10 9 

E . 
>N 

0 

-0.2 

-0.4 
1.0 

0.8 bl 

8 
0.6 

~ 0.4 
:;:; 
!:;; 0.2 

0 2 3 4 

FIG. 1. Velocity autocorrelation function and its memory 
function for the reference system. (a) VACF, (b) normalized 
memory kernal. The solid curves are experimental results 
and the broken curve is the Gaussian function. 

triple point. 12 The short time behavior of the memory 
kernel can be fitted to a Gaussian: 

K!(t)=~(O)exp(-Bt2), B=3.74x1OU s-2. (6) 

As time proceeds, the memory kernel starts to deviate 
from the Gaussian and remains almost constant over a 
time period 5 x 10-13 s, after which it gradually decays 
to zero. In the molten salt system, the ions associate 
with each other due to the strong Coulomb force and this 
yields large holes in the system. 15 The long time tail 
would be related to the strong cooperative motions of the 
ions and the decay time of the tail would be connected 
with the time of the redistribution of the large holes. 

The diffusion coefficient can be obtained from the 
V ACF and also from the MSD: 

kT I" 1 Dv= - ~(f)dt=lim 6f t.lfv . 
mv 0 t- .. 

(7) 

The results of the calculation at the conditions in Table 
I are shown in the table. 

Figure 2 shows the effect of the mass difference on the 
VACF's. The abscissa is the modified time scaled as 

Dc x105 DAX 105 K X10-12 

number (K) (cm-3) (erg) (erg) (erg) mA/mc 2m/m* 11 (cm2/s) (cm2/s) (S-I) 

MO 967 2.077 2.863 2.863 2.863 1 1 0 6.25& 6.16b 6. 25a 6.16b 2.21b 

M1 968 2.077 2.863 2.863 2.863 2 1 1/3 6.41a 6.44b 6.05& 5.66b 2.44b 

M2 966 2.077 2.863 2.863 2.863 5 1 4/6 6.26& 6.1~ 5.28"- 5.41b 2.33b 

M3 962 2.077 2.863 2.863 2.863 4 2/5 0.6 9.4~ 9.24b 8.33a 8.04b 3.05b 

M4 955 2.077 2.863 2.863 2.863 10 20/11 9/11 4.1~ 4.17b 2. B6a 2. 95b 1.27b 

M5 951 2.077 2.863 12.24 0.6702 1 1 0 6.01& 6.14b 5.1a& 4.99" 2.19b 

aValues evaluated from VACF. bValues evaluated from mean square displacement. 
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(M3) rnA !ITt = 4 (MI) rnAint =2 
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0.4 

>~ 
0.2 0.2 

-.:; 
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-0.2 t 
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-.:; 
>~ 0.4 
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-0.2 -0.2 

-0.4 -0.4 Cation 

FIG. 2. Effect of mass difference between unlike ions on the velocity autocorrelation function. Keys: MD calculations; solid 
curve: calculated values by perturbation method. 

t(2mr / m* r 1/2 -= t. When one ion is significantly lighter 
than its partner ion, the V ACF is oscillatory. The short 
time behavior of the V ACF is reduced to a unique function 
irrespective of the mass difference if the time is scaled 
as t/mt,/2 as Lantelme pointed out. 6 The normalized 
memory kernels are compared with that of the reference 
system in Fig. 3, where the abscissa is also t. The 
normalized memory kernels of the systems with unequal 
ion masses result in a unique Gaussian in shorter time 
irrespective of the reduced mass and the mass ratio 
mA / me when time is scaled as t. 

The large uncertainty resulting from the inversion of 
the Fourier transform of the V ACF exists in the long 
time tail of the memory kernel. Taking this into ac
count, the long time behavior of the memory kernel 
displays similar pattern to that of the reference sys
tem, when time is scaled as shown in the figure. Ma
jor effect of the mass difference on the memory kerl'lel 
appears in the time interval 6 x 10-14 < 1< 30x 10-14 s. 
This time range corresponds to the process that an ion 
interacts strongly with its neighboring shell. 

B. Effect of mass difference on electrical conductance 

Figure 4 shows the effect of the mass difference on 
the normalized ECACF. The abscissa is scaled as 1. 
The broken curve is the ECACF for the reference sys
tem. The electrical conduction process is not a singlet 
process but reflects a collective property and the short 
time expansion of the ECACF yields the relationship 
that the ECACF is a function of the scaled time t. This 
relation is satisfied in the experimental results. Even 

in the longer time, the ECACF is insensitive to the mass 
difference. 

The electrical conductivity K can be evaluated from 
the integral of the ECACF or the EMSD: 

8 

K = -k1 1" (j(t)j(O»dt (v: volume of system) 
3 TV 0 

1.0 

--refererre (11) 

---mA1lne-10. 2nvm" -2OIll(l'U) 
----mAIn(=5 • 21l1r1m" =1 (M2) 

~ 
+:; 0.4 
;:z 

0.2 

.-=-
o 1 2 3 4 5 

t " t(m"J2m,.)1/2 

(8) 

FIG. 3. Effect of mass difference between unlike ions on the 
memory kernel. The normalized memory kernels in the initial 
period result in a unique Gaussian irrespective of the mass dif
ference when time is scaled as t(m*/2m,j1/2. 
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ref.MO --- ref.MO 

• M1 • M3 

• M2 • M4 

'R.. 

0.5 \ 0.5 

\1 '" XlO13 t 
2 3 

• • I • 0 

-0.5 

The values of K evaluated from the EMSD is more pre
cise than that from the integral of the ECACF, because 
the ECACF in the long time range involves significant 
error. The electrical conductivities obtained are shown 
in Table I. 

C. Size effect on self-diffusion and electrical conduction 

In this work the soft core repulsive potential was used 
and the strict diameters of the ions can not be evaluated. 
Since the parameter AiJ is the index of the ion size, the 
parameters between the like ion pairs >-Cc and Au were 
changed from that for the reference system, keeping 
AAC unchanged (condition M5). The normalized VACF 
and its memory kernel are compared with those of the 
reference system in Fig. 5. The core size effect on the 
self-diffusion process is very weak, reflecting the im
portance of the interaction between the unlike ions. The 
effect of ion size on the ECACF is also weak, as shown 
in Fig. 6. 

IV. ANALYSES OF THE MASS EFFECT BY 
PERTURBATION METHOD 

As pointed out in the preceding section, the choice of 
a time scale 1 is appropriate to describe the feature of 

1. - ref.(K) 
--- catlcn (MS) 

o. --- Anlcn (1't5) 

o. 

0.4 

-.:; 0.2 

:iJ 

-0.2 

-0.4 

3 

t-_-1r-_---::;;:;;;;;;;=_====::i!5X10-
13 

s 
t 

FIG. 5. Effect of ion size difference on the velocity autocor
relation function and its memory kernel. 

FIG. 4. Effect of mass difference on 
the electrical current autocorrelation 
function. The solid curves are calcu
lated by the perturbation method. 

the normalized memory kernel of the V ACF . Up to 1 
=6x 10-14 s, an exact superposition of the memory ker
nels is obtained for the systems with different masses 
of the unlike ions. At longer time periods, the memory 
kernels deviate from that of the reference system. This 
deviation becomes larger as the mass ratio of the ions 
mA / mc increases. These trends suggest the validity of 
the perturbation approach, in which the ions of the un
perturbed system have a unique mass rna = 2m,. and the 
Hamiltonian and the evolution operator of the perturbed 
system are expressed by the sum of the unperturbed and 
the perturbed terms. 

We consider a mixture of equal numbers of anion and 
cation, the total number of ions being N. The masses 
of the anion and the cation are mA and mc, respectively, 
and we choose the mass of the ions of the unperturbed 
system as rna = 2m,. . The Hamiltonian is given by 

(9) 

where the pair potential is described by 

¢u =Aexp(- rj/a) +ZjzJe2/r1J =A exp[(l-rjJ)d/a] 

1. 

- ref(fIO) 

0.6 
--M5 

0.4 

~ 0.2 <R; 
0 

t 
-0.2 

-OA 

FIG. 6. Effect of size difference on the electrical current 
autocorrelation function. 

(10) 
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The momentum and the position are scaled as 

Pt=pt/(Amo)l/Z, rt=rt/d, riJ=ri/d . 

The d value is an appropriate diameter of the ion. 

(11) 

The Hamiltonian can be rewritten in reduced form; 

H=H/A=Ho+t:..Hm' Ho"'Ho/A=L:~/2+i(N), 
i 

(12) 

The perturbation parameter is expressed as 

(13 ) 

The evolution operator L is 

tiL = t L (J!L _a_ _ a4> (N) a) 
i mt art art apt . 

(14) 

This equation is rewritten with use of Eqs. (11) and (12): 

tiL = tifo + till.Lm • (15) 

Here, time is scaled as 

; = t(A/ mod 2 )1/Z , (16) 

and 

.A "~A a a$(N) a) tLo = L..J Pt -A - -A- -A- , 
t ari arl apt 

. A "(A a) tt:..Lm'" - ~ Pt ai-I p.t· (17) 

The random force acting on the ith ion evolutes ac
cording to the equation 

f.(t) = exp[ i(l - p) Lt] fl(O) • (18) 

The reduced form of the above equation is 

f~(i)=exp[i(l-P)Li]f,(O) , (19) 

where 

f.(t) =f.(t) (d/ A) • (20) 

P is the projection operator defined14 by 

p("')=P'("" P.)/(PIPi)=P/,,,, Pt)/(PtPt)"'P( ... ), 
(21) 

where the bra-ket represents the canonical average of 
the perturbed system. 

The scaled Hamiltonian, evolution operator, and pro
jection operator are affected by the scaled momentum, 
position, and time and also the perturbation parameter 
P.I' The canonical average of the perturbed system is 
rewritten as the sum of the canonical average of the un
perturbed system and the polynomial with respect to 
P.1'7.8 The P.I value satisfies 

(22) 
because the system to be considered is a binary mix
ture consisting of equal numbers of anion and cation. 

r-I 
III 

N 
III 

2 

1 

o 

-1 
0.3 

o 

• M2 
• M3 

-O.lL.--......I-----"----'--..--. 
o SJ ~ 

FIG. 7. Coefficients of the perturbation terms for the memory 
kernel. 

Then, the normalized memory kernel can be described 
as 

iEV, 

(23) 

( )0 represents the canonical average of the unperturbed 
system. The cn(t) terms are functions of the scaled 
time and are invariant for the ion species. 

For the ECACF, the odd order terms with respect to 
P.v vanish because the electrical conduction process is 
not a Singlet process but reflects the collective property, 
and Eq. (22) holds for univalent molten salts. Then, 

Ze(t)=~(f)+ Sz(f) P.z + S4(t)p.4 + 0(p.6) • (24) 

From Eq. (23) the following equations are obtained: .. 
E1 = (YA + Yc - 2 Yo)/2p.z = L czn(t)p.zn-z , (25a) 

"'1 .. 
Ez = (YA - Yc )/2p. '" L: CZn- 1 (I) /.Lzn-z • (25b) 

no1 

The El and Ez values for the runs M2 and M3 are 
shown in Fig. 7. The normalized memory kernel can 
be approximately described by using the first and sec-
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FIG. 8. Coefficients of the perturbation terms for ECACF. 

ond orders of the perturbation. The coefficients C1 (1) 
and c2(t) are determined as shown by the solid curves 
as an average. 

The S2 and S4 values can be determined from the ex
perimental results of the ECACF's if higher order terms 
O(/-L6) in Eq. (24) are neglected. The resulting values of 
S2 and S4 are shown in Fig. 8. 

The VACF's for the systems with unequal ionic masse~ 
can be evaluated from the normalized memory kernel for 
the unperturbed system with the help of the c1 and Cz 
values in Fig. 7 by using the numerical Fourier trans
form of Eq. (5a). The resulting VACF's are shown as 
the solid curves in Fig. 2 and these agree well with the 
experimental results except for the system of mA fmc 
=10(M4). The ECACF's evaluated from Eq. (24) with 
the S2 and S4 values in Fig. 8 are also shown in Fig. 4 
as the solid curves. The solid curves explain well the 
experimental results. This consistency ensures the 
validity of the present perturbation approach on the mass 
difference effect. 

V. SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND ELECTRICAL 
CONDUCTIVITY 

The self -diffusion coefficient is described in terms 
of the friction coefficient: 

kT 
D" = m., bv ' 

bv = j'" Kv(t) dt 
o 

(26) 

Equations (23) and (26) yield 

kT ( A )1/2 kT ( A )1/2 2 
-- = --- -:::::-;:;r + C1 f.J.v + Ca f.J. , 
Dvd 2mr~ Dod moFo 

(27) 

where 

(28) 

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (27) repre
sents the contribution of the unperturbed system and this 
is not an explicit function of the mass. Then, 

~ kT ( A )1/2 
llDv"" D"d 2~F~ =CO+C1 f.J.v+Caf.J.

2
• (29) 

The coefficients Cit i = 0-2, are functions of the state 
variables, the reduced temperature T, and the reduced 
density p: 

T=kTdle2, p=Nd3Iv. (30) 

This equation gives a simple law of corresponding states 
for molten salts, because the size effect of the ions is 
comparatively weak.. The experimental results of the 
self -diffusion coefficient would be correlated with 
Eq. (27) or Eq. (29), which can be rewritten as 

kT ( m* )1/2 1 kT 2 
IS; 2mr Fv = DtFv +Cf/-Lv+C{1J. , (31) 

where C f and C ~ are obtained by integrating c1 and c2 
shown in Fig. 7: 

C{ = j'" clt)dt=8. 2x 10-15 s , 
o (32) 

Figure 9 shows the correlation of the experimental re
sults according to Eq. (31). The solid line in the figure 
shows Eqs. (31) and (32) and fits well the experimental 
results. 

'" . ..,. 
-< 

~ 
>< 

N 
;::; 

! 
.§ 

c;,' 
8 
~, 

"" . 
.§ 
"-
~ 

12 

II 

\0 

9 

8 

7 
0 

~~I + CZp.2 , S 

o 
M4 

FIG. 9. Correlation of the self-diffusion coefficient. Solid 
line: Eq. (31); keys: experimental, open circle; anion, black 
circle; cation. 
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0.5 
5 

FIG. 10. Correlation of the electrical conductivity. Solid line: 
Eq. (35). 

The electrical conducitivity can be expressed by taking 
into account Eqs. (8) and (24): 

K= ;'~d (2Am,.)1/2=So+S:!/..!2+S4/..!4, (33) 

where 

(34) 

S4 = .£"" S4(t) dt . (34) 

Equation (33) is rewritten in the form 

Km* (2m,.)1/2 K*m* Tp m* = er;J + S~ /..!2 + S~ /..!4 • (35) 

The S~ and S~ values are determined from S2 and S4 in 
Fig. 8: 

S~ = f'" s/'i)ii =3. 2x 10-14 s , 
o 

s~= 1"" s4(t)dt=-7.4x10-14 s. 
o 

(36) 

Figure 10 shows the correlation of the electric con
ductivity with Eq. (35). The solid line in this figure 
shows Eqs. (35) and (36) and this agrees approximately 
with the experimental results. It can be concluded from 
the above agreements for the self-diffusion coefficient 
and the electrical conductivity that the present perturba
tion approach is valid for evaluating the transport prop
erties of molten salts. 
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